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Triumph 5255 paper cutter manual

Clear safety shield mechanism - Clear front and rear safety shield allows you to easily see piles of paper, measurements and blades. The machine will not work with a raised shield, which means that your hands and other items can not be near the blade when the cutting is enabled. While cutting, the shield will automatically lock in place, so it cannot be
opened until the lever is placed in an upright position and the safety handle is locked. Light cut-off cable - Bright and bright LED cut-off line indicates the exact position of the cut and helps to align the cutting marks perfectly. All external paper adjustments - by adjusting all the paper on the outside of the machine, you can set the measurement correctly and
easily without removing or reassembled the machine in any way. Electronic hand wheel - electronic hand wheel with infinite variable speed control, used for manual rear gauge positioning. Fully programmable - Improved touchscreen control panel can store up to 99 tasks with 99 steps per task, easy-to-use touchpad - programmable control modules
equipped with multi-language touchpads for easy operation. The 99 program with 99 steps in each step can be stored in a memory tool holder - convenient drop-down tool holder is located at the back of the machine and stores all the tools needed for normal maintenance (including blade changes). To access safe blade changes - blade changes can be
made without removing the machine cover. The machine specification: automatic programmable cutting width: 203/8 cutting height: 3 narrow cutting: 13/8 cut blade back length: 203/8 Output motor: 2 hp Power supply: 115V, Size 60Hz (20 Amp) Size (D x W x H): 44 x 33 7/8 x 51 (56 1/2 W with side table) Delivery weight: 648 lbs (669 lbs with side table)
Warranty: 1 year limited parts warranty, excluding wear items
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